Jacopone da Todi's mystical pathology LEONARD J BRUCE-CHWATT With St Francis of Assisi (1181-1226) a new element entered into the spirit of the Catholic church. It took the form of an experience of divine presence and gave rise to a wave of Franciscan mysticism, with its dramatic sense of mystery, its desire for a union with the Infinite, its relation to all living things, and, above all, its emphasis on humility and poverty. Mysticism, in the sense of a direct communion with God and in the conviction that all things in the universe are manifestations of the eternal being, reflects the ancient ideas of Buddhism and Hinduism. It found its European sources in Plato and in Plotinus, the founder of Neoplatonism. According to this philosophy, various forces including the human soul, shape the matter, and man should return to the union with God by rejecting from his life all that is worldly before reaching the final exaltation of spiritual fulfilment. The 18-25 DECEMBER 1982 years to prayer and penance, having renounced all worldly goods. He became a wandering friar, preaching ascetism for the love of Christ, and composed a number of religious poems (laude spirituali) which he sang along the roads of Umbria.4
Laude spirituali
Many of Jacopone's laude are considered the best examples of Italian poetry of the thirteenth century. They pass through all emotional phases of suffering, obedience, and ecstasy. Of exquisite beauty is his Lauda La Donna del Paradiso (or Pianto della Madonna de la Passione del figliolo J7esu Cristo), a dramatic description of the Virgin Mary's lament at the Crucifixion. This religious play is still performed in Italy.5
One mystical poem of particular medical interest and almost intolerably morbid pitch of self-denial on the way to martyrdom has as its title: De l'Infermiti e Mali che Frate J7acopone Demandava per Eccesso de Carita (Of the afflictions and sicknesses that brother Jacopone desired from an excess of charity).
The original text written in medieval Italian is given in the first column to show its composition in quatrains with irregular rhyming. The first two lines form a refrain (ripresa) after each stanza.6 Excommunicated and beatified
One might have expected that the author of such an intense, almost macabre poem inviting some 22 different diseases or afflictions would be inclined to join the processional "flagellanti," a movement that originated about 1260 in Perugia in the midst of the misery of wars between the Guelfs and the Ghibellines, aggravated by the disastrous epidemic of plague.7 But there is no evidence that Jacopone da Todi, for all his mysticism, ever joined this group, which was eventually forbidden by the Holy See in 1261, though it revived again a century later. In 1278 Jacopone entered the Franciscan order of Minor Friars when there was a serious conflict between the two fractions, the
